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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
.ANIES A. HOUSE, OF BRIDGEPORT, (ONNECTICUT.

MPROVEMENT IN SEWING-MACHINES.
specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 206,239, datel July 23, 187S; application filed
May 20, 1878.

To all chon it may concern...:
Beit known that I, JAMES Ai FORD HOUSE,
of Bridgeport, in the county of Fairfield and
State of Connecticut, have invented: certain
lew and useful Improvements in Sewing-Ma

chines, of which the following is a specifica
tion:

My invention relates to improvements in
feeding clewices or attachments for sewing
machines for ornamental stitching, such as
embroidery and flossing, and for working but
ton-holes and eyelets, especially designed for
the well-known. Wheeler & Wilson machine.
My improvements are, however, applicable to
other machines which make the lock-stitch.
In this instance they are shown as adapted to
the Wheeler & Wilson No. 6 machine, which
is generally similar to the sewing-machines

illustrated and described in an application for
Lettel's Patent of the United States filed by
me May 8, 187S, and in sundry Lettel's Pat
ent of the United States heretofore granted

me, particularly the patent (lated March 5,
1872, No. 124,360,
My objects mainly are to provide an attach
inent loy which to work oriamental figures,
lbutton-holes, &c., at the side of or laterally to
and joining with a connecting line of stitch
ing made by the usual and regular operation
of the machine, and so to combine the attach
ment and its supplemental feeding devices
with the machine and its usual and regular
feeding mechanism as to admit either of the
usual stitching being intermitted at any (le
sired intervals and the connected lateral orna
mental or button-hole stitching performed dull
ing the pauses in the formation of the usual
row of stitches, or of the employment of the
attachment and its feeding devices without
the connecting row of stitching between the
successively-workedl figures, button-holes, &c.

My improvements consist in novel organiza.
tions of parts, and in certain combinations of
devices hereinafter first fully described, and
then specifically designated by the claims,
In the accompanying drawings, Wilhich show
so much of a completely-organized Sewing
nachine as is necessary to illustrate the in
vention herein claimed, I lave shown one way
of embodying my improvements.
Figure is a plan or top view, with the

overhanging portion or bracket-arm of the
frame, the needle-lever, &c., omitted, the
presser-foot in section, and one form of the
cams or patternwheels in dotted lines; Fig.
2, a view, partly in side elevation and partly
in vertical section on the line 22 of Fig. 1,
With the main driving - shaft broken away;
Fig. 3, a transverse vertical section on the
line 33 of Fig. 1, with some of the parts also
in section on the line 33 of Fig. 4; Fig. 4, a
bottom view, with the main driving - shaft
broken away to more clearly show the supple
mental feeding devices. IFig. 5 is a section
on the line 55 of Fig. 1, showing the fabric
clamp, its roller, and the manner of pivoting
the clamp; Fig. 6, a view in detail, showing
the devices, as seen from the under side, for
operating and stopping the supplemental feed.
Fig. 7 is a diagram, with parts in section on
the line 7 of Fig. 3, to more clearly show the
operation of the attaclhment.
A frame-bed, A, and suitable overhanging
armor bracket support the various moving parts
of the machine, which are in this instance, un
less it is hereinafter otherwise stated, the same
as or substantially similar to the improvements
shown and described or suggested as modifi
cations in my prior patents, particular refer
ence being here made to the before recited
Patent No. 124,360. The driving-shaft A is
provided with suitable cams to operate the
take-up and the needle a. A roller, b, at the
lower end, B', of the needle-lever is acted up
on by a groove, IB, in the needle-cam, and a .
rotary hook to seize and expand the loop of
needle-thread is driven and operates as fully
cxplained in my said patent. The usual press
er-foot (t' and fabric-feed are employed.
A suitable sectional supplemental fabric
clamp, forming part of my attachment, is shown
as composed in part of a centrally-open horse
shoe-shaped or U-formed plate, C, formed with
Ol' attached to the outer end of a long arm or
lever, C, fulcrumed on a pivot, c, intermediate
its ends. The upper part of the clamp is
formed by the correspondingly-shaped plate
or outer end ID of a short arm or plate, D,
bent downward at its termination in the upper
clamp-section and supported at its inner end

upon a shouldered post, d, upon which it fits
loosely. A stud post or upright rod, d", thread
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{d at the upper end, passes through the arm D', in this instance cast with the supplementary
between its clamping end D and the postd, up frame
or plate Fupon its under side-are pro
on which the perforated inner end of this arm is vided with
upright posts or stud-shafts,
supported. The threaded stud dis fastened f'f', about fixed
which
the clamp-lever operating
in the lever C at bottom, and an expansive and controlling devices
spring, e, encircles the post, and bears at its Upon the posts.ff arerevolve.
mounted cam-wheels
opposite ends upon the lever and against the or pattern-disks G. G', one
upon each post.
arm of the top section of the clamp. The One of these cams slightly overhangs
or over
Spring operates with a tendency to move the laps the other at its edge or periphery.
upper clamp-section away from the lower one. roller E° of the clamp-lever C is engaged The
be
A thumb-nut, E, upon the end of the post d", tween and operated by the irregularly-shaped
above the arm D', may be adjusted so as to peripheries of the cams, which impart to the
compress the spring and bring the clamp-sec clamp
a compound longitudinal and trans
tions together, or bring them sufficiently near verse movement,
or irregular endlwise recip
each other to clamp the fabric securely and rocation and vibratory
movement. The move
give to it the movements of the clamp impart
imparted to the clamp may be greatly
ed by the supplemental feed devices hereinaf. ments
varied simply by altering the shape of the
ter to be described.
CS,
The inner or adjacent surfaces of the clamp Each cam has detachably secured to its
sections are roughened or serrated as usual, under
a gear-wheel or spur-pinion, H or
for a Well-known purpose, and the presser-foot, H', theside
pinion
being secured to and caused
when in use, projects down into the slots or to revolve withH the
G by pins or short
between the forks of the clamp, so as to ad studs fitting in holescalm
g
g
in
the can, and the
init of the usual feed being given the fabric. pinion II correspondingly fitted
the calm
When it is not held by the clamp, and without G' by pins fitting the holes gig'. toThese
pin
obstruction or impediment from the clamp. ions are of corresponding size, and are fitted
The fulcrum-pivote of the clamp-lever is the shafts if so as to revolve freely, and
shown as composed of a shouldered stud, the to
motion is imparted to the can G' through or .
large or shouldered end of which plays be by
way of its pinion from the pinion H, thus
neath a plate or cover, E, over the supple causing
the cams, when in motion, to revolve
mentary feed mechanism. The pivot works at the same
of speed and in opposite di
above its 'shouldered base in a longitudinal rections, andrate
act
the roller E° so as to
slot, e, in this cover-plate, and is reduced in cause it to revolveupon
upon
stud in the end of
size, made round, and provided with a screw the lever C", and avoiditsinjurious
thread at top to receive a nut, e”, by which to contact of the cams wit, the roller. frictional
The re
claimp the lever in place. An anti-friction tracti?hg and vibrating, movements are
inn
washeris interposed between the under side parted to the clamp by the cams. To cause
of the lever and the cover-plate. . .

A roller, E, is secured upon and freely re
Yolves about a stud or pendent post. at the
heel end of the clamp-lever. The cover-plate
is slotted for this roller to pass through and
move freely as it is acted upon by the feeding
devices.
In Olle way of adapting my improvements
to the machine, as in this instance illustrat
ed by the drawings, the metallic bed-plate or
base of the frame is lucessed or cut out to
form a larger opening in its middle and de
pressed portion. A supplemental frame, plate,
or casting, F, provided with a suitable open
ing extending nearly across it, and for the
greater portion of its length, is attached upon
the top of the bed-plate or base of the frame.
This supplemental frame or plate Ffits at its
front-ead against the sewing-machine-frame
shoulder formed by the rear end of the work
supporting portion or slightly-elevated part
F of the frame, and is of such a thickness as
to bring its top surface about flush with or on
the
same level as the top surface of said elevat
'd front portion F of the machine. The cov
r E is screwed down upon this plate F, and
he plate itself suitably fastened in place on
he frame.

w

Brackets or inwardly-projecting arms.ff

the forward or endwise-thrust movement of

the clamp CD, a spring is employed to keep
the clamp always as far advanced as the cams
will admit. The roller E, it should be no
ticed, is behind the cams. An expansive
spring, h, in a slot, l', in the supplementary

frame or removable plate F, bears upon the
pivot c beneath the cover-plate E, and acts
with a tendency to thrust forward the clamp
lever C", thus always keeping the roller E° in
contact with the cams' peripheries, while read
ily yielding to admit of the proper action of
the cams upon the clamp.
A “stop-motion' or intermittent movement
is imparted to the cams, so that when throw

into operation they continue to act upon the
clampbeen
onlystitched.
until the figure, button-hole, &c.,
,havein this
instanee motion is imparted to the
cams and their revolutions stopped by the
following means: Aratchet-wheel, I, is mount
ed upon the shaft f° beneath the pinion II,
and is suitably connected with the pinion so
as to revolve with it. A swinging stop-pawl
or spring-detent, I, prevents retrograde move
ment of the ratchet. This stop-pawl and its
spring i are supported on the under side of
the frame or bed of the machine. Upon the
under side of the ratchet-wheel is a swinging
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stop, J, pivoted at its heel to the ratchet inside by which it is movalle endwise in a suitable
of its teeth, and acted upon by a spring, Ji, guide-slot
in the frame of the machine. This
the tendency of which is to throw the inclined slide is inclined
at its end, and when thrust
shouldered end or nosej of the stop outward,
abuts against a shoulder, pin, or short
So as to extend slighly beyond or outside of inward
stud, n, on the stop. A spring, O, normally
the ratchet-teeth. A pin, i, on the ratchet, holds
this stop-tripping slide in its retracted
near its periphery, limits the outward move position,
the slide is secured to the lower
lment of this spring-stop J, so that when its end of a and
stud
or thumb-screw, O', passing
nose is pressed outward by the spring it does through the fame-base
and projecting above
not, because of its shoulder or recess, inter it in a position convenient
the operator.
fere with the action of the detent or stop-pawl who may, by moving the studtoinward,
set fif
I'... The supplementary feed or attachment is motion the supplemental feed and the clamp
actitated from the main driving-shaft of the when desired. This slide, it should be no
machine in this instance by an endwise to ticed, does not interfere with the operation of
and-fro moving or reciprocating bar or plate, the
pawl, nor impede the start
K, to which movement is imparted by the ing ratchet-moving
movement of the ratchet.
lower end IB of the vibrating needle-lever as I have herein described but one way of, car.
it is swung back and forth by its calm.
. rying out my invention and applying my in
This action of the needle-lever advances or provements.
details of construction may
thrusts forward the bar K, which is retracted be varied, andThe
obviously
some of the parts.
or moved toward and held up to the lever end may be used without the others,
and equiva
by a suitable spring, l', fast at one end to the lent
mechanism substituted for omitted parts.
frame of the machine and at the other to the For instance,
mechanism may
reciprocating bar. This spring is always un be used in lieufriction-clutch
the pawl-and-ratchet stop
der tension, and additional strain upon the motion feeding ofdevices.
cams may be,
bar is exerted by it as the bar is advanced, so changed so as to work anThe
infinite
of
that a quick retrograde movement of the bar ornamental as well as other irregularvariety
figures,
is insured. A suitable guideway for the re such as eyelets and button-holes of different
ciprocating bar is provided, shown by the sizes,
&c., simply by the skill of the mechanic.
drawings as formed by slots I, I.' in the bar To stitch
button-holes, there is only required
working upon bolts or screws l l in the frame the
simple
in the outline of the caims
base. Washers are interposed between the necessary tochange
advance
clamp from one end
screw-heads and the bar. A spring-pawl, M, to the other of the holethe
at
side, and simul
to move the ratchet I tooth by tooth, is piv. taneously form the row ofone
stitching by short
oted upon the reciprocating plate K at its transverse or vibratory movements
of the
heel. Its spring in acts with a tendency to
then make longer vibratory, movement,
throw in the pawl or move it toward the clamp,
the endlwise movement of the clamp is
ratchet, so as to engage its teeth by its shoul while
intermitted,
so as to cross-lock the end of the
dered pointed nose, as will readily be under hole, then retreat
or move inward, repeating
stood by an inspection of the drawings.
the movement given on the advance, and
To give a stop-motion or regularly-inter finally
cross-lock the finishing end of the hole
mitted feed to the fabric-clamp operated by and stop
at the starting-point,
the cams, the spring m of the pawl Mis weaker . The operation
of the attachment liereinbe.
than the spring J of the stop J. By this fore specifically described,
and illustrated by
means, when the ratchet is set in motion and
drawings, is as follows: The usual or reg
makes a complete revolution, the stop J, when the
row of stitching P., (see diagram, Fig. 7)
brought again to the starting-point, is held ular
being
made on a straight, curved, or irregular
out against its stop-pin it, with its inclined line, according
circumstances, by the usual
outer end or edge of the nosei in position to operation of theto machine
until the point or
have the pawl slide upon it, as it is constantly place of the irregular or ornamental
moved to and fro without engaging the ratchet. is reached, the machine is stopped, the figuring
presser.
The force exerted by the spring J must be foot
raised, and the fabric clamped between.
sufficiently greater than that of the spring an the jaws
or upper and lower sections, CD, of
to
insure the intermittent movement of the
CaS. When the attachment' is to be set in the 'cial up.' The machiae is again set in mo:
tion with the supplementary feed thrown unuo
operation the spring.J is compressed and the operation
by the controlling-slide N, and the
stop J moved inward to enable the push-pawl first ornamental
figure, Q, worked during the
M. to act on the ratchet. After the ratchetis
in the operation of the regular
given a partial rotation by the first action of intermission
stitching and laterally to the stitched line P,
the pawl upon one of its teeth, the stop ceases and
withis,it.when
After,a the
completion
to interfere with the intermittent or step-by of theconnected
complete revo
step rotation of the ratchet, pinions, and cams lution figure-that
of the cams or pattern-wheels has been
until again brought to the starting-point. The made-the
feed is automatically
stop is moved inward and the power of its thrown outsupplemental
of
operation,
as before explained.
spring overcome by a tripping slide-bar or The machine is then stopped,
the fabric re
controlling thrust-arm, N, having a knob, N',

moved from the clamp, the presser-foot low.

d
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cred upon the goods, and the machine started,
and the regular row of stitching resumed until
the next figure, button-hole, &c., is reached,
when the above-described operation of throw
ing into gear the supplementary feed and
transferring the goods to the clamp attach
ment is repeated, and so on. If the reg
ular row or connecting line of stitching is to
be olnitted, it is only necessary to keep the
presser-foot elevated, move the goods the
proper distance before clamping in the at
tachment, and cutoff the waste thread between
the successively-workgcl. figuies, &c.
This connecting line of stitching, however,
in many instances, is highly advantageous, as
by my method of intermittingly forming the
row P of stitching and then working the fig
ures I am enabled not only to increase the or
namental appearance of the goods, but also
to unite two or more fabrics and work the fig
uros either at regular or irregular intervals
any desired distances apart by the intermit
tent operation of the needle and regular feed,
and the needle, supplemental feed, and attacl
ment-highly-desirable desiderata,
Upon first starting the attachment feed (see
diagram, Fig. 7) the thread passes fron the
line IP to or near the center of the figure Q,
which is due to the fact that, as those por
tions of the cams marked 2 bear against and
move in contact with the roller E° of the
clamp-lever, this lever and the clamp are
moved inward so as to present the fabric to
the needle outside of and laterally to the
stitched row P. When those portions of the
adjacent edges of the cams marked 3 are act
ing upon the roller the clamp moves forward
and laterally, thus bringing the needle nearer
the line IP and making the diagonal stitch 3
of the figure, and from this stitch the thread
goes back to the center of the figure as the
roller is acted upon by the portions 4 of the
cams, and the clamp-lever retracted or moved
inward. Those portions of the cams marked
with even numbers, 2 to 16, both inclusive,
when acting on the clamp-lever roller, present
the fabric with the center of the figure to the
needle, and those portions marked with odd
numbers, 1 to 15, both inclusive, present the
fabric to the needle, so that the star-like arms
or stitches projecting in all directions from
the center of the figure are formed.

.

These stitches, for convenience of illustra
tion, are numbered correspondingly with the
numbers on those parts of the cam-edges which
impart the movements to the fabric necessary
to the formation of the respective stitches.
At the completion of a figure the cams cease
to revolve with the clamp in the starting po
sition and the goods in position relatively to
the needle to resume the regular stitching con
necting the figures, or to admit of the move
ment of the goods to the point at which the
next figure is to be worked, without making
the connecting row of stitches.

R is a diagram representing the movements

given the roller of the cloth-clamp lever, and
S a diagram illustrating the movements of
the goods and clamp or end of the lever oppo
site to its roller. These diagrams will be un
derstood by reference to the numbers on then
and the corresponding numbers on the cams.

I claim as of my own invention
1. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of a

supplemeintary fabric-clamp and horizontally
rotating cams or pattern-wheels having irregul
lar edges or peripheries, to impart to the clamp,
by their simultaneous action, compound irregul
lar endwise and vibratory movements, sub
stantially as hereinbefore set forth.
2. The combination, in a sewing-machine,
substantially as hereinbefore set forth, of a
pivoted lever provided with the fabric-clamp
and friction-roller, intermittingly - operating
cams or pattern-wheels, and a spring by which
to keep the lever in position to be operated
by the cams.
3. The combination, substantially as here
in before set forth, of mechanism for forming
the usual row of stitches, a supplementary
clamp to hold the goods during the pauses in
the formation of said row, the clamp-lever, its
roller, cam-wheels acting at their edges upon
said roller, and supplementary intermittin g
operating feeding devices, actuating the can
wheels.
-.
4. The combination, substantially as here
inbefore
set forth, of the cloth-clamp, its lever
acted upon by a spring, and provided with a
roller, the cam-wheels, their gear-wheels, and
intermittingly-operating mechanism, substan
tially such as described, actuated from the
main driving-shaft, whereby the cams, when
set in motion, make a single revolution to com
plete the working of a figure, and then pause.
5. The combination of the cams, their gear
wheels, the ratchet-wheel provided with the
stop, the spring-pawl, the reciprocating plate
upon which the pawl is secured, and the con
trolling-slide to start the supplementary feed,
substantially as described.
6. The combination of the cams, their pin.

ions, the ratchet-wheel provided with the stop,
its detent, the reciprocating plate, its spring
pawl, the needle-lever, and the controlling
slide for starting the supplementary feed, these

members, being and operating, substantially.
as hereinbefore set forth.
7. The combination of the bed-plate or framé,
the supplementary frame, its brackets, the
bracket-shafts, the cams, and mechanism, sub
stantially such as described for operating the
CaS.
* .
v.
8. The combination of mechanism, substan
tially such as described, for forming the ordi
nary or connecting row of stitches, the supple
mentary cloth-clamp, andlintermittingly-acting
supplementary mechanism, substantially such
as described, actuating said cloth-clamp when
thrown into operation to work a single irregul
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lar or ornamental figure laterally to and con-ism tlarown into operation by the operator,
nected
with said ordinary row, and then stop- and regularly and positively intermitted,
as
ping preparatory to the adjustment of the fab- set forth.
ric for the continuation of the formation of the

In testimony whereof Ilhave hereunto sub

ordinary stitching, the combination being and scribed my name.

operating substantially as described, whereby
- the figures may be worked at any desired distances apart, and each by a separate and distinct operation of the supplementary mechan-

JAMES ALFORD OUSE.
Witnesses:
CHARLEs H. DIMOND,
FRED. I. HEARSON.

